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About This Game

Would a hero like you assassinate the president of the United States to defend the right to be Powered?

As the corrupt President Victon launches his oppressive campaign of Powered Regulation, your Legendary heroic rise
transforms into something much more: you must become a political icon fighting to restore Powered rights in America. This

new battle takes a twisted turn when your once-greatest enemy, Prodigal, tells you President Victon’s darkest secret....

Now you are faced with the biggest choices of your career: Do you trust the word of your archenemy? Will you evade President
Victon's gang of criminal bounty hunters? Can you save your family and complete your rise as a Legendary hero?

"Heroes Rise: HeroFall" completes the epic Heroes Rise trilogy by Zachary Sergi, featuring the smash hits "Heroes Rise: The
Prodigy" and "Heroes Rise: The Hero Project," interactive novels where your choices control the story. The Heroes Rise trilogy

is entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and driven by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

All of your decisions lead to this epic conclusion, where you must truly define what you believe is right and what you stand for
as a hero—and what (or whom) you’re willing to sacrifice for those ideals. Play as male or female, gay or straight, and decide

how your story will end. How many alternate endings can you unlock?

How High Will You Rise?

 Over 118,000 words
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 Play as gay or straight, male or female

 Five possible romance options

 Save your parents from the Devoid prison for Powered criminals

 Unleash your mysterious "Infini" powers
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Very cool game,but could you please add more slots and more troops and maps to keep this game fresh?

. Honestly, for 75c it's an absolute steal. If you're wanting a game to play with your mates and laugh about; this is for sure one of
the best options out there. I was looking at the worst selling games on steam, thought i would give it a try and oh man, i am not
dissapointed.

There are a few features you the gamer have to work out to truly enjoy that game, i wont spoil anymore than this but....
Reloading your gun kills the fish. shhh... \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. 10\/10 would go bankrupt again. Don\u2019t be
fooled by the art style, this is a good game. I found every special item without help, though some were tricky.. Great game. It is
a mix between a sports management game and a turn based fantasy strategy game. Be careful to save your money for reviving
your team members!. One day the MC person Found out about His so called Mansion That he Now owned due to his
Grandfather passing And He wanted to take good care of it. Little did the mc know Something or rather someone was not right
He was checking the place out when all of sudden These Lifeless Dolls appeared out of Nowhere. There was Red and Beige
Colored one And They wanted To Heed Waring To Him but he would not Listen. When finally the First day ended He was Told
he has 5 Days to Survive Adline Attacks Before she was Finally defeated And the Mansion would be saved. Little did they all
know The Psychopath Killer Showed Every Midnight and each time she Got Attacked she grew Stronger. The Red Haired Doll
Had Fire Magic while The beige Doll had Healing Magic That Protected everyone. The 2 Dolls were born In nice Shop where
kind person brought them to life with Magic Infused But The Killer one was Enveloped IN darkness and Nothing more. She
would do Anything to see the dolls dead even if it means Crushing there skulls or Beating them to death. In All The Game was
Amazing Short and sweet But good ^^ I would Def Recc this For people Who Like the Doll Aspect Story.
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Two shades of Kagura's risque "swimsuit," such as it is, from the beach cutscene added to your wardrobe. You can't get this in
game without ponying up for this DLC even though you are teased with it in that cutscene.. all this is, is
BULL\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665waves after waves and then timed
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t sections and it isn't even over an hour of play would you play 5 canadian for
this bs because it was a grave mistake on my part and i feel like a absolute idiot for it. I have nothing to review, but would
remind you there a HD Content giving for free don't forgot to get it before playing.. Press 1 button everything dies.... i wish i
could play DW3 on PC. Probably not worth the install though. I played it once got the only achievement and uninstalled it.. This
is amazing..We're addicted, My husband and i both have HTC VIves and the only two things we can suggest is Ambient sound \/
music in the background, and to make this game multiplayer. It is not fun to play alone.. I have enjoyed this game for many
hours beyond the time that Steam knows of. Having been part of beta testing and on I have seen this game evolve from it's
original masochistic minimalist form to its current massively, masochistic, minimalistic form. With the addition of power-ups
the developer has granted players a morsel of mercy that adds to the fun. It also gives me the ability to say, in a curmudgeonly
voice, "Power-ups?! Back in my day, a Disastr_Blasr power-up was a kick in the jimmy! And we liked it!"

One of the truly cool things I love about Dog Theory's approach with this minimalist game is that every detail is meaningful.
When I play this game it is clear to me that a lot of love and thought has been squished into it.

Heart pounding, cool sounding, super-challenging and artsy fun!. This game claims to be multiplayer but there are no real-time
connections. The multiplayer connection is archaic to say the least and requires players to download files outside of the game,
open the game, save and upload files back to a commissioner. Ridiculous! Pretty sure FHM2007 had the ability to run real-time
connections - which I have countless hours playing with friends. I would not have spent $40 on this game had I known, nor
would I have purchased a copy for a friend as well! This is crap.. Not bad, but still needs improvements. I don't like the fact that
after the winter is over I lose a lot of stuff from my cupboards. I know some of it is used to survive the winter, but that much,
takes too long to stock up. Has some graphics glitches but nothing too serious. The towns are too repetitive, needs different
buildings made out of different materials. I'm giving it a thumbs up because it has a lot of potential to grow and become much
more enjoyable. Definately needs more animals. All i've come across so far are pigs, rabbits and dears. I know it's still early
days yet so i'll just be waiting for more content to be added. Still enjoyable to play.. 4 years after it's debut on Steam it is still in
Early Access. Not really much hope of this one ever being a complete game at this point.
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